
EMPOWER™ is purpose-built to tackle the unique management and compliance challenges of Self-Directed 
services. Built on eVero’s software platform, the EMPOWER™ module leverages integrations, 
automation, and native mobile apps to simplify data gathering, streamline back-office tasks and facilitate 
real-time team communication so you can elevate your Self-Direction and CDPAP programs to new heights!
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ABOUT eVERO
eVero Corporation has been helping home and community-based service providers of all sizes solve complex 
technology challenges for over 20 years. Our integrated platform creates a connected ecosystem across the entire 
care continuum, optimizing workflows while increasing transparency and productivity. From EHR and Self-Direction 
to EVV and Revenue Cycle Management, eVero manages the process so our clients can manage the care.
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Software that Simplifies Self-Directed Services

COLLABORATION - Bring Agency staff, support team members and Individuals and 
families together in one digital ecosystem so they can share information in real-time.

CONNECTIVITY - Tie provider records with Payroll, Billing, HR, and Accounting 
system data to create a unified database for person-centered care. 

EFFICIENCY - Simplify, automate and accelerate everyday processes to increase 
productivity and reallocate resources to more strategic initiatives.

ACCURACY - Ensure that all required documents are complete, error-free and audit-
ready with  built-in data validation checks and alerting tools.

TRANSPARENCY - Provide real-time budget, payment, and schedule reporting to 
the entire circle of care to ensure that everyone is using the most up-to-date 
information.  

REVENUE CYCLE - Generate invoices and claims with increased efficiency and get 
paid faster when your billing, payroll and EHR systems all use our unified database.  

COMPLIANCE - Remove the regulatory burden from your team. We stay on top of 
all state and federal requirements, and modify our workflows so you achieve 
compliance.

SECURITY - Trust that your data is always secure. Our infrastructure is HIPAA 
Security and HITRUST compliant and we follow HITECH Act and SHIELD Act best 
practices.

AVAILABILITY - Securely access our cloud-based platform and apps via any PC or 
mobile device from anywhere at any time. 
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ARE YOU READY TO ELEVATE YOUR SDS & CDPAP PROGRAMS TO NEW HEIGHTS?




